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Four Color Fest honors famous mathematical proof
June 21, 1976: Kenneth Appel and Wolfgang Haken announce
their solution to the celebrated Four Color Problem. A 124-year
old conjecture finally falls to a combination of clever reasoning,
detailed and patient hand analysis, and 1200 hours of processing
time on three high-performance computers.
“The Four Color Theorem has a long history,” says Jeremy Tyson,
professor of mathematics and director of the Illinois Geometry
Lab. In fact, it took over a century to prove the theorem, originally
posed by Francis Guthrie, a South African mathematician, in 1852.
Guthrie wondered if only four colors could be used to distinguish
different countries on a map, without countries sharing the same
color appearing directly next to each other. Years later, University of
Illinois mathematicians Haken
and Appel would answer
Guthrie’s question with
their proof of the Four Color
Theorem.
In early November, in line
with the 150th anniversary
of the University of Illinois
and the 40th anniversary of
the theorem’s publication
in the Illinois Journal of
Mathematics in 1977, the
Department of Mathematics
held a Four Color Fest to
commemorate both the
historical and mathematical
significance of the theorem.
Wolfgang Haken attended
some events along with
two of his sons who teach at
Illinois and participated in the
festivities. Family members of
the late Kenneth Appel also
participated in the event.

“The Four Color Theorem is of interest because it was such a
long standing problem within the field,” Tyson said. “It spurred a
lot of interest and development in related areas of mathematics
just from people working on the problem. Multiple false proofs
were given. Finding the errors in those proofs spawned entirely
new areas of mathematics.”
The proof was rather unique among mathematical proofs
of the time. “This was the first proof that made essential use
of computers,” Tyson said. “Back then that was a very new
approach to mathematics — one could say almost controversial.
There were questions partly because it wasn’t something people
could check by hand. They would have to trust the computer.”

Haken and Appel family members gathered at the Friday evening reception during the Four Color Fest. From
left to right, front row: Wolfgang Haken, Rudolf Haken, Armin Haken, Andrew Appel. Back row: James Haken,
Agnes Debrunner, Carl Haken, Beth Haken, Lippold Haken, Armgard Haken, Dorothea Blostein, Carole Appel.
article continues on page 13
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From the Chair
Dear friends,
It has been an honor to step in as Interim Chair for the fall 2017 semester,
following Matthew Ando’s appointment as Associate Dean in the
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. Matt was a fantastic leader for
our department, serving as Chair for six years, from Fall 2011 through
Summer 2017. During this period the department experienced
phenomenal growth in the number of our majors and the number of
students taught, developed programs at both the undergraduate and
graduate level which have enhanced student success in mathematics,
increased the diversity of our student population and faculty, and much
more.
For all of these reasons, the department was awarded the 2017 AMS
Award for an Exemplary Program or Achievement in a Mathematics
Department. Please join me in thanking Matt for his selfless dedication
to our department, and in wishing the best for him at LAS. Many of our
enterprising faculty and students contributed to these efforts under
Matt’s leadership, and continue to do so. An internal search is underway
to identify the next department Chair.
In this issue, we will keep you connected with the department by
updating you on the activities of the department and its faculty,
students, and alumni. I want to draw special attention to the article
about three faculty members: József Balogh, Philippe Di Francesco, and
Lou van den Dries, who have received prestigious invitations to speak
at the 2018 International Congress of Mathematicians in Rio de Janiero.
I would also like to point out the article about our new alumni award
program, which contains a call for nominations.
Happy reading, and we’d love to hear from you!

Sheldon Katz, Interim Chair
Department of Mathematics
273 Altgeld Hall (MC-382)
1409 W. Green Street
Urbana, IL 61801

Sheldon Katz
Professor and Interim Chair
Department of Mathematics

Telephone: 217-333-3350
Fax: 217-333-9576
Email: math@illinois.edu
Website: www.math.illinois.edu
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Alumni Profile
Holly Krieger

to inspiration from Professor
Richard Laugesen. “He provided
much needed mathematical
encouragement, but also reassured
me that it was possible to have
a successful career in academia
without compromising my devotion
to family, friends and self. That was
and is important to me and is still not
something that all mathematicians
agree with,” she said.

By Jim Dey
From her office on the mathematics
faculty at the University of
Cambridge in Great Britain, Holly
Krieger can look back on the
circuitous path that led her there.
Her serendipitous journey was
paved with bad planning, blind luck
and brilliant scholarship.
Who knows where the 33-year-old
Krieger would have landed if she
had taken a more realistic approach
to choosing the university she
planned to attend after graduating
from Naperville North High School
or hadn’t stumbled by accident onto
mathematics—her fifth major—at
the University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign.

After wrapping up her doctorate,
Krieger spent three years doing
postdoctoral work as a National
Science Foundation Fellow at
the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. She finished in July
2016 and joined the University of
Cambridge mathematics faculty
three months later.

Krieger, who graduated from the UI in 2006, said she came
here “because nowhere else I applied would take me. I was
rejected from the two other places I applied, and didn’t realize I
should probably have applied to more than three schools,” she
said.

Krieger said she was attracted to Cambridge because of its
“amazing mathematicians, both faculty and students,” and
“more time for research than many U.S. positions afford.”
“I’m also interested in being an advocate and leader for women
in mathematics, which is something that the Cambridge
department and my college have both dedicated significant
time and resources to support,” she said.

Krieger was born in Champaign. That’s because her father,
a software engineer who now teaches computer science,
and mother, who works in the health care industry, were UI
students at the time.

Her research focuses on arithmetic properties of geometric
structures related to dynamical systems. “I’m not aware of
real-world applications of my work, though both number
theory and dynamics have many applications in cryptography,
biology and physics, for example. There are many fields in pure
mathematics that turn out to have surprising applications to
the physical world decades after their development,” she said.

Krieger was equally unclear about picking a major. She pursued
biology, psychology, Italian and computer science before
ending up in an honors program math class—Introduction to
Proofs—taught by Professor John D’Angelo that changed her
life. Krieger said she liked “the focus on deductive reasoning
and the depth that could hide behind a simple question.”

Krieger, who is married, said the effort required to pursue her
research leaves “my brain overheated” and that she likes to
blow off steam by cooking. “It’s something I can do in a very
low mental gear. I also love traveling and reading. When my
dog wasn’t a senior citizen, I liked taking him to parks and on
long walks,” she said.

“It was the first time in years that something was both difficult
and fun. I vividly remember during exam prep for that
course going over and over one particular proof, not really
understanding it, and then suddenly one moment it just
clicked neatly into place in my mind—and then it became not
only understandable but so crystal clear that I couldn’t believe
there was a time five minutes ago when I didn’t understand it.
The pursuit of that click is something that still motivates me,”
she said.

Krieger said “living in England has been great” but somewhat
disorienting. “Coming from the big, broad Midwest, I’m still
getting used to being only a short flight away from dozens of
beautiful European cities,” she said.

Krieger not only liked the UI’s math department, but its faculty
members liked her as well. She became a teaching assistant
in Calculus I and won the Emily Mann Peck Mathematics
Scholarship.

Jim Dey is a columnist and editorial writer for The News-Gazette in
Champaign-Urbana.

Krieger went on to get a master’s and doctoral degrees in
mathematics at the University of Illinois-Chicago, thanks
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Research Highlight
The arctic curve phenomenon
by Philippe Di Francesco
Tilings of plane domains with tiles of a finite number of different shapes have long attracted
the attention of both physicists and mathematicians. In physics, each tiling configuration
is attached an energy, and random tilings compete to reach the lowest energy state. Such
competition gives rise to phase transitions, strongly dependent on the domain shape.

Fig. 1

We show the example of the domino tiling of the so-called Aztec diamond in Fig. 1.
Corners induce ordered crystalline phases, but this order melts as one gets away
from the boundaries, giving rise to a central liquid phase. For a very large system
with very small mesh, we start seeing a smooth-looking separation between crystal
and liquid: this is the “arctic curve” phenomenon. How to determine this curve?
We use the tangent method. First re-express the tilings as configurations of nonintersecting lattice paths (see the bijection illustrated in Fig. 2); next observe that the
outermost path should follow a portion of the arctic curve; finally set up the paths so that the
outermost one escapes the domain, for instance, by fixing its end (see Fig. 3). Left to its own
devices, away from the other paths, the escapee is most likely to follow a straight line, which
turns out to be tangent to the arctic curve. By computing the number of path configurations
with one escapee, one finds the most likely exit point B from the domain, for each fixed distant
target C. This gives a parametric family of lines, tangent to the arctic curve, which can finally be
reconstructed as their envelope. For the Aztec diamond with uniform tiling probability, the
curve is the celebrated arctic circle inscribed in the square domain.

Fig. 2

The method proves simple and powerful enough to apply to more involved paths,
with possible contact points and interaction energies. The next step is to understand
the fluctuations around the arctic curve by the tangent method.

Philippe Di Francesco is the Morris and Gertrude Fine Distinguished Professor of
Mathematics. Previously he held a research position at the Institut de Physique
Théorique du Commissariat à l¹Energie Atomique in Saclay, France. He has published
over 100 papers in enumerative and algebraic combinatorics, integrable models of
statistical physics and, more broadly, physical mathematics.
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Student Profile
Aamodini Gupta
by Jim Dey
Aamodini Gupta traveled all the way from India to the
University of Illinois in Champaign-Urbana to study
astronomy. But her journey didn’t end until she took
a class in her planned major and realized she needed
to make one more move—to the UI’s Department of
Mathematics.
The 21-year-old Gupta was working with an astronomy
professor on research that “was heavily data-based”
when it hit her. “I realized I’m better at mathematics
than I am in physics,” said Gupta.
She didn’t entirely give up astronomy. Gupta is getting
a minor in the subject as well as an Illinois Leadership
Certificate for taking leadership training classes.
Now a senior majoring in mathematics and statistics, she’s
had three summer internships—Bellwether Analytics,
Ernst & Young, and KMPG—and is looking forward to
getting a job after graduation in May 2018. Eventually,
Gupta said she’ll pursue an advanced degree, most
probably in statistics and data science. “I want to be able
to pay for my own graduate school,” she said.
Gupta brought a cosmopolitan background with her
when she came to the UI. She lived in both India and
Ghana, where her businessman father works, before
returning to India to graduate from high school.
She remains enthralled with Ghana because of its
physical beauty and wonderful people. “The weather is
pretty great. The beaches there are pretty great. People
are amazing there,” she said.

Aamodini Gupta majors in mathematics and statistics with a minor in
astronomy at tutors for the UI’s NetMath Program.

As a tutor since her freshman year in the UI’s NetMath
Program, she’s helped students come to grips with a variety of
mathematics classes including calculus. Gupta also has been
involved with Phi Sigma Rho, an engineering sorority where she
is the social chair, and the UI’s Physics Van, whose participants
perform physics-related demonstrations at schools and libraries
in the Champaign-Urbana area.

One thing neither Ghana nor India had, however, was Illinoisstyle cold weather. “My first winter here was the first time I saw
snow,” she said, recalling that she and a group of friends built a
snowman.
Always partial to mathematics and science, Gupta said she
applied to the UI because of its reputation for what she called
a “good, strong program” in astronomy. She’s since discovered
that the UI’s mathematics department also is top notch. “I really
like it here. I’m so glad I came to Illinois,” she said.

Despite a busy life on campus, Gupta said she finds free time for
sports like squash and loves to read. Her favorite book is “The
Book Thief,” a 2005 historical novel by Australian author Markus
Zusak. “And I love the Harry Potter series. I cannot emphasize
that enough,” she said.

Gupta’s interest in math is more on the practical than on the
research side. She said she likes data analytics because the
information that is acquired “drives decisions,” a revelation Gupta
described as “immensely fun.”

Gupta said she has no idea what the future holds for her,
whether she’ll stay in the United States to work or get a job
elsewhere. She said it’s good to have “so many options” to
consider, “but I have a lot to figure out.”

“You can get a lot of very useful information out of data. The
more I work with data, the more I realize that,” she said. Gupta
said she’s always enjoyed math but said it’s “hard to put into
words” just why because it is “not easy.”

Jim Dey is a columnist and editorial writer for The News-Gazette in
Champaign-Urbana.

“But if you like it enough, it gets better,” Gupta said. “It makes
more sense to me than other things.”
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New Faces
Daniël Linders
Assistant Professor (PhD 2013, KU Leuven, Belgium)

Daniel Linders

Daniël Linders obtained his Master’s degree in mathematics in 2007 at the KU Leuven (Belgium). In 2009,
he finished the two year program of Actuarial Science at the KU Leuven. During these two years, he did
an internship at Dexia Bank Belgium and Dexia Insurance Belgium. He obtained his PhD in 2013 under
the supervision of Professor Jan Dhaene (KU Leuven). His PhD is titled “Measuring herd behavior in stock
markets.” In the period 2013-2015, he was a postdoctoral researcher at the KU Leuven, funded by the Axa
Research Fund. In the period 2015-2017, he spent one year at the University of Amsterdam, and another
year at the Technical University in Munich. He was also a visiting lecturer at the University of Antwerp
(Belgium), Université Libre de Bruxelles (Belgium), University of Waterloo (Canada) and ISM-Adonaï (Benin).
As a member of the actuarial science research group at the Illinois, he will try to develop a research line
which is situated at the crossovers of actuarial science and quantitative finance. Future research topics are:
herd behavior in financial markets, valuation of hybrid insurance claims, aggregating dependent risks, and
pricing exotic basket derivatives.

Siegfred Baluyot
J.L. Doob Research Assistant Professor (PhD 2017, University of Rochester)
Sieg Baluyot grew up in Manila, Philippines. He attended the University of Rochester for his PhD, and
pursued research in analytic number theory under the supervision of Professor Steve Gonek. His current
research interests include moments and zeros of the Riemann zeta-function and L-functions, and their
applications to topics such as the distribution of sums of two perfect squares.

Siegfred Baluyot

Alfred Chong
J.L. Doob Research Assistant Professor (PhD 2017, University of Hong Kong/King’s College London)
Alfred Chong grew up in Hong Kong. He completed his joint PhD in Actuarial Science from The University
of Hong Kong and King’s College London in 2017, under the supervision of Ka Chun Cheung and Gechun
Liang. His research interests include optimal insurance and reinsurance designs, premium principles
and risk measures, in particular via indifference pricing and valuation, stochastic control and backward
stochastic differential equations, and optimal investment and forward performance preferences.

Alfred Chong

Sara Clifton
J.L. Doob Research Assistant Professor (PhD 2017, Northwestern University)
Sara Clifton grew up on a cattle and hay farm in Colorado and completed her undergraduate degree
in Applied and Computational Mathematics at the Colorado School of Mines. She earned her PhD at
Northwestern University in Engineering Sciences and Applied Mathematics under the supervision of
Danny Abrams. Her current research interests are mathematical modeling of complex social and biological
dynamical systems. Outside of academic pursuits, Sara enjoys rock climbing, playing the French horn, and
vegan cooking.
Sara Clifton

University of Illinois Department of Mathematics
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Dominic Culver
J.L. Doob Research Assistant Professor (PhD 2017, Notre Dame)
Dominic Culver grew up in rural California and got his undergraduate degree at UC Berkeley. He
completed his PhD in 2017 at the University of Notre Dame under the supervision of Mark Behrens.
His research focuses on the computational aspects of stable homotopy, such as the stable homotopy
groups of spheres. He is especially interested in how the spectrum of topological modular forms imports
phenomena from moduli spaces in algebraic geometry to homotopy theory. Outside of mathematics he
is interested in cooking and sleeping.
Dominic Culver

Mikhail Lavrov
J.L. Doob Research Assistant Professor (PhD 2017, Carnegie Mellon University)
Mikhail Lavrov grew up in a convex combination of St. Petersburg, Russia and Cary, North Carolina. He
completed his PhD in 2017 at Carnegie Mellon University, supervised by Po-Shen Loh. Misha’s research
interests include Ramsey theory and probabilistic combinatorics, especially in the context of graph
theory. He is particularly interested in replacing astronomically large upper bounds by upper bounds that
are not as large. Misha’s non-research interests include origami, teaching high school students advanced
mathematics, and baking cookies.
Mikhail Lavrov

Katelyn Leisman
J.L. Doob Research Assistant Professor (PhD 2017, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute)

Katelyn Leisman

Klara Buysse

Math Times, Fall 2017

Katelyn Leisman grew up in western Michigan and got her undergraduate degree at Calvin College,
a small liberal arts college western Michigan. She then moved to Dallas, TX, to complete her Masters
degree at Southern Methodist University, after which she transfered to upstate New York to complete her
PhD in 2017 at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute under the supervision of Gregor Kovacic, working closely
with David Cai at NYU and with Gino Biondini at the University of Buffalo. Her research interests are in
the area of nonlinear waves, both integrable and non-integrable systems, with some focus on numerical
simulations. She is particularly interested in investigating problems that have interesting physical
applications. Besides mathematics, she also enjoys cooking and baking, playing violin with her husband,
and spending time outside.

Klara Buysse

Corey Stone

Instructor (MS 2009, KU Leuven, Belgium)

Instructor (PhD 2016, UC San Diego)

Klara Buysse grew up in Sint-Niklaas,
Belgium. She completed her master
degree in Mathematics and Actuarial
Science at the KU Leuven, Belgium.
Actuarial Science helped to put a practical
layer on the mathematical modelling she
had encountered during her mathematical
studies. Klara has worked for several
years in the field of risk management. She
became an expert in various quantitative
studies (Solvency II, Market consist
Valuation, New Business Valuation, etc).

Corey Stone received his BS in
mathematics and economics from
the University of Nebraska-Lincoln
and completed his PhD in 2016 at the
University of California-San Diego under
the direction of Cristian Popescu. He
was a Visiting Instructor at UC San
Diego before coming to Illinois. His
research interests are in number theory,
specifically Iwasawa theory and special
values of L-functions.
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News
Enumerative Geometry,
Mirror Symmetry, and Physics
The Illinois Department of Mathematics hosted a Conference
on Enumerative Geometry, Mirror Symmetry, and Physics
on July 17-21, 2017. Supported by the National Science
Foundation and the Departments of Mathematics and
Physics at Illinois, the conference brought together
distinguished researchers from all over the world who work
at the boundary of mathematics and physics. The conference
speakers also honored the research contributions of Illinois’
Professor Sheldon Katz in enumerative geometry and string
theory and helped celebrate Katz’s 60th birthday.
Organizers were Ron Donagi (Univ of Pennsylvania),
Albrecht Klemm (Bonn), Tom Nevins (Illinois), and Artan
Sheshmani (QGM Aarhus/CMSA Harvard).

Homotopy Theory:
Tools and Applications
The Conference on Homotopy Theory: Tools and Applications
was held July 17-21, 2017 on the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign campus. Sponsored by the National
Science Foundation and the University of Illinois Department
of Mathematics, the conference showcased recent advances
in the fundamental tools of homotopy theory (including
abstract homotopy theory, equivariant homotopy,
obstruction-theoretic methods), to highlight future directions
of research, including applications to chromatic homotopy
theory, motivic homotopy theory, and derived algebraic
geometry.
Conference organizers were Daniel Davis (University of
Louisiana at Lafayette), Mark W. Johnson (Penn State Altoona),
Charles Rezk (Illinois), and Vesna Stojanoska (Illinois).

Geometry and Physics of
Augmented Bundles
The conference Geometry and Physics of Augmented
Bundles was held May 5-7, 2017 at Allerton Park. Supported
by the National Science Foundation, the GEAR network and
the Department of Mathematics at Illinois, the conference
featured distinguished researchers from all over the world.
The speakers also honored the research contributions of
Illinois’ Professor Steven Bradlow in the diverse applications in
mathematics and physics of the theory of augmented bundles
and helped celebrate Bradlow’s 60th birthday
Photo by Laura Schaposnik

University of Illinois Department of Mathematics

Organizers were Brian Collier (Maryland), Georgios
Daskalopoulos (Brown) and Laura Schaposnik (UIC).
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Three Illinois faculty invited to lecture at 2018 ICM
Three Illinois faculty have received the high honor being invited
to give a lecture at the International Congress of Mathematicians
(ICM) being held in Rio de Janeiro in August 2018: József Balogh,
Philippe Di Francesco, and Lou van den Dries.

limits of statistical models. He is the co-author of a best-selling
reference textbook on Conformal Field Theory.
He went on working on two-dimensional quantum gravity
from both analytic (matrix models) and combinatorial (tree
bijections) points of view, during a postdoctoral fellowship
in the Department of Physics at Princeton University, under
the direction of David Gross (2004 Nobel prize winner), at
the Service de Physique Theorique in Saclay as a permanent
research member, and later as a professor of Mathematics at
UNC Chapel Hill. Philippe’s latest work lies at the confluence
between integrable systems from statistical physics,
enumerative and algebraic combinatorics, and representation
theory. With R. Kedem, he recently established a new
connection between so-called Q-system cluster algebras and
representations of the Double Affine Hecke algebra and Elliptic
Hall Algebra. Di Francesco is the Morris and Gertrude Fine
Distinguished Professor of Mathematics at Illinois.

Professor József Balogh will speak in
the combinatorics section. Balogh
joined the department in 2005. He
received the 2016 George Pólya
Prize in Combinatorics awarded by
SIAM, was named a Simons Fellow
and Marie Curie Fellow in 2013-14
and was the recipient of an NSF
CAREER Award in 2008-2013. He has
advised nine graduate students and
is currently advising two students.
József Balogh

Balogh’s main work is the
development of the container
theorem and finding several
surprising applications of the method. Balogh, Morris, and
Samotij published their work in the article, “Independent Sets
in Hypergraphs,” in Journal of the American Mathematical
Society 28 (2015). With a suitably defined notion of
containment, the container theorem states that there exists a
small collection of vertex subsets (containers) in an r-uniform
hypergraph such that every independent set of the hypergraph
is contained within a subset in the collection, with no subset
in the collection inducing too many edges. This method is an
effective tool to obtain probabilistic and counting variants of
several classical results in graph theory. It helped to resolve or
made breakthrough of several old conjectures (among other’s
Erdös’), such as counting combinatorial objects, like maximal
triangle-free graphs, maximal sum-free sets; union-free sets;
it has applications in Ramsey theory, discrete geometry,
theoretical computer science. The container method has
become an important tool for obtaining additional results
in these and other areas, there are over 40 papers using the
method as one of their main tools.

Philippe Di Francesco
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Di Francesco has held several research professor positions
at MSRI Berkeley, University of Michigan Ann Arbor, Erwin
Schroedinger Institute in Vienna, Galileo Galilei Institute in
Florence, Mathematisches ForschungsInstitut in Oberwolfach,
and Institut Henri Poincaré in Paris.
Professor Lou van den Dries
received a joint invitation with
his collaborators Matthias
Aschenbrenner (UCLA) and
Joris van der Hoeven (Ecole
Polytechnique, Paris) to speak in
the Logic and Foundations section
at ICM 2018.
In 2015 they finished a project
started twenty years earlier and
that aimed at understanding the
Lou van den Dries
algebraic and model-theoretic
properties of the differential field of transseries. (Transseries
are infinite series in a variable x that contain powers of x, as
well as exponential and logarithmic terms in x.) Their results
are published in the book Asymptotic Differential Algebra and
Model Theory of Transseries, Annals of Mathematics Studies 195,
Princeton U. Press, 2017.

Professor Philippe Di Francesco will
speak in the Mathematical Physics
section at ICM. He received his
undergraduate degree from Ecole
Polytechnique, France, and Ecole
Nationale Superieure des Mines
de Paris, and received a PhD in
Theoretical Physics from Universite
Paris 6, under the supervision of J.B. Zuber, at the Service de Physique
Theorique in Saclay, France.

Lou van den Dries joined the department in 1986. He was an
invited ICM speaker in 1990, has been a “correspondent” of the
Royal Dutch Academy of Sciences since 1993, and he has been
a Professor in the Center for Advanced Study at the University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign since 1998. Most recently, he
presented the Tarski Lecture at the University of California at
Berkeley in spring 2017.
He has been the thesis advisor for fourteen graduate students,
and is currently advising six graduate students.

His specialty is in two-dimensional
conformally invariant field theory,
with applications to continuum
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Runhuan Feng named State Farm Scholar in
Actuarial Science
Runhuan Feng (FSA, CERA) has been named a State Farm Companies Foundation Scholar in
Actuarial Science. Feng (PhD Actuarial Science 2008, University of Waterloo) joined the Illinois
Department of Mathematics in 2013 and is currently an Associate Professor and Director of Actuarial
Science Program, and he is an Affiliate of the Computer Science and Engineering Program and the
Department of Statistics. He is a 2016-2017 Helen Corley Petit Professorial Scholar.

Runhuan Feng

Feng’s research interests are in risk theory, actuarial mathematics, quantitative risk management,
and mathematical finance. Feng has always been fond of solving industrial problems. Most recently,
he led a research team to conduct the first Society of Actuaries industry-wide survey on nested
stochastic modeling and performed subsequent research study to create resources for financial
reporting actuaries on computational methods to speed up nested simulations. He also worked
for the State Universities Annuitant Association to provide quantitative assessment of a legislative
proposal for pension obligation bonds to address the ongoing Illinois public pension crisis.

Lee DeVille named Director of Graduate Studies
Lee DeVille was appointed Director of Graduate Studies (DGS) for the department, starting in
Fall 2017. DeVille joined our department as an Assistant Professor in 2007, and was promoted to
Professor in 2017. DeVille received his undergraduate training at Tulane University and received a
BS in math/CS, received his PhD from Boston University in 2001, and held postdoctoral positions
at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute and New York University’s Courant Institute before coming to
Illinois. His research is in stochastic analysis, dynamical systems, and applications, particularly in the
life sciences. He is affiliated with the Carl R. Woese Institute for Genomic Biology, the Neuroscience
Program, and the Computational Science and Engineering Program. He has received numerous
awards for his teaching excellence, including the N. Tenney Peck Teaching Award in Mathematics
in 2010 and the Distinguished Teaching Award in Mathematics for Tenured Faculty in 2015 from the
Department of Mathematics, as well as the 2016 Campus Award and 2016 LAS Award for Excellence
in Undergraduate Teaching.
Lee DeVille

DeVille takes over as DGS from Richard Laugesen, who had served as DGS since 2012. This is not
DeVille’s first work in graduate mathematics training: for the past five years he was instrumental in
the creation of the department’s Program for Interdisciplinary and Industrial Internships at Illinois
(PI4); this program supports approximately 30 students each summer in a wide variety of programs,
all focused on readying our eventual graduates for careers outside of academia.
Lee hopes to continue the great strides our graduate program has made under the direction of his
predecessors: the graduate program has had a very high completion rate (>85% of our students who
start end up finishing with a PhD), excellent employment rate (36/38 of our PhD graduates in 2016-17
had jobs at the time of graduation), and represent (28% (20/72) of our domestic PhD students are
from traditionally underrepresented demographic groups, and 37% (57/154) of our current PhD
students are women). You can see the diversity of jobs taken by our graduates on page 18 of this
issue.

University of Illinois Department of Mathematics
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Vera Hur named Brad and Karen Smith Scholar
The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences has appointed Vera Hur as the Brad and Karen Smith
Scholar for a three-year term beginning on January 1, 2018. The Brad and Karen Smith Scholarship
was made possible by a generous donation by Karen Smith. Brad Smith received a BS in Actuarial
Science in 1977 and was a member of the Mathematics Development Advisory Board from 20102014.
Hur (PhD 2006, Brown Univ) joined the Illinois Department of Mathematics in 2009. She is an
Associate Professor in the Department of Mathematics and a faculty affiliate of the Computational
Science and Engineering program. She is an outstanding scholar, and a leader in the field of partial
differential equations with particular expertise in the analysis of water waves.
Vera Hur

She has received many awards and recognitions for her work including a Sloan Research Fellowship
in 2012, an NSF CAREER Award in 2014, a Beckman Fellow of the Center for Advanced Study in
2014-2015, an invited plenary address at an AMS Sectional Meeting in 2015, and was designated as a
Simons Fellow by the Simons Foundation in 2016. The Department of Mathematics appointed Hur
as the Philippe Tondeur Scholar in 2016.
In Fall 2017 she was appointed the Associate Chair for Faculty in the Department of Mathematics.
In this role she leads the department’s work in the mentoring of junior faculty including postdocs,
enhancing opportunities for faculty research and its recognition, and generally advancing the
careers of our faculty.
Hur’s research interests are in analysis (pure and applied) and partial differential equations.
Currently, she focuses on surface water waves and free boundary problems arising in fluid
mechanics, geophysics and materials.

Nathan Dunfield named Associate in Center for
Advanced Study

Nathan Dunfield

Associate Professor Nathan Dunfield has been appointed as an Associate in the Center for Advanced
Study at the University of Illinois for 2017-2018. His research project studies 3-manifolds, which are
objects that look locally like the ordinary 3-dimensional space we live in but whose global structure
may be twisted up in complicated ways. Starting in the late 1970s, William Thurston revolutionized
the field by discovering that many 3-manifolds have homogeneous geometries, which include the
round geometry of a 3-dimensional sphere, and that one can study the topology of a 3-manifold
via this geometry. This profusion of geometry was confirmed by Grigori Perelman’s stunning proof
of Thurston’s Geometrization Conjecture in the early 2000s. While this geometric perspective has
been central to the solution of many long-standing problems, there are many facets of the theory
where the precise relationship between different topological and geometric features of the same
3-manifold remains obscure.
This project aims to better understand these relationships in the context of torsion growth in towers
of covers of hyperbolic 3-manifolds, a question in part motivated by deep questions in number
theory and geometric analysis.
Dunfield (PhD 1999, University of Chicago) joined the Illinois Department of Mathematics in 2007.
Before coming to Illinois, he spent four years at Harvard and four years at Caltech. He was a Simons
Foundation Fellow in 2012, became a Fellow of the American Mathematical Society (AMS) in 2013,
received the LAS Dean’s Awards for Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching in 2014, and he serves on
the AMS Council as Member-at-Large for 2017-2020.

Math Times, Fall 2017
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News
Nominations requested for new
Mathematics Alumni Awards
University of Illinois Department of Mathematics alumni have made significant contributions
through outstanding professional achievement in academia, research, and industry. To
recognize and celebrate our outstanding alumni, the Department of Mathematics is pleased
to announce a new annual alumni awards program. In general, award categories include
Outstanding Professional Achievement that demonstrates the value of a mathematics
education from the University of Illinois, and a Recent Graduate (within 10 years of final
University of Illinois Mathematics degree) for outstanding or noteworthy professional
achievement. Alumni who received a BS, MS, and/or PhD from the department are eligible.
The application process is simple and open to all. We encourage you to nominate someone
you know for this honor. Please visit the website https://math.illinois.edu/alumni-awards
for a detailed description of the award categories, information for consideration, and
submission instructions. The deadline for submissions is January 15, 2018.

https://math.illinois.edu/alumni-awards

News from NetMath
Uhl Scholarship Awards for 2017-18: Funded through an
endowment from Professor Jerry Uhl, the NetMath Jerry Uhl
scholarship is awarded annually to high school students who
are qualified to take college-level mathematics courses with
NetMath. The scholarship covers tuition and fees for up to two
NetMath courses. Award recipients are selected by committee
on the basis of academic potential, demonstrated financial
need, and mathematical interest. Winners of the 2017 Jerry
Uhl Scholarship are: Achudh Balaraman (Naperville Central
High School), Jaime Chen (Fremd High School), and Andelyn
Granskog (Lake Park High School). All three students are
currently enrolled in Math 241 (Calculus III) with NetMath.
Summer Semester Courses: Fifteen Summer Term 2 courses
were offered through NetMath this year. An addition to our
open enrollment Academic Year term courses, these 8-week
offerings are intended for Illinois matriculating students who
require semester-based courses in order to qualify for financial
aid. This summer we debuted two new courses: Math 417 and
Math 444. Our enrollment numbers demonstrate continued
interest among students for taking online summer courses: 238
students registered in a NetMath summer term course in 2017.
NetMath Visiting Student Services Coordinator Amber Holmes and
eLearning Specialist Kerry Butson collaborate on improving student
experiences in NetMath courses.

New Student Services Coordinator: As our program
continues to grow, so do the needs of our students. To help
our students achieve their learning goals and have a good
online experience, NetMath has created the position of Visiting
Student Services Coordinator. The primary duties of this
position are to assist students in addressing any difficulties
they face in successfully completing their NetMath course. This
includes helping students access resources, doing quality

University of Illinois Department of Mathematics

checks on instructional and support materials, creating a
strategic plan to increase student retention, and advocating for
students in the program. Amber Holmes was hired as our new
Student Services Coordinator in August.
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Four Color Fest
Four Color Fest, continued
The Four Color Fest, sponsored by the Departments of
Mathematics, Statistics, and Electrical and Computer
Engineering, the Center for Advanced Study, and
the School of Music, featured lectures, special music
performances, and an open house with activities for kids
of all ages.
Robin Wilson, president of the British Society for the
History of Mathematics, and the author of the 2002 book
Four Colours Suffice: How the Map Problem Was Solved,
kicked off the event with a lecture surveying the history of
the Four Color Theorem as well as the University of Illinois’
role in its solution.
Andrew Appel, son of Kenneth Appel and the Eugene
Higgins Professor of Computer Science at Princeton
University, spoke about how ideas and algorithms which
resulted from the computer-assisted proof of the Four
Color Theorem have been used in the study of other
problems in machine proofs and computer science.

At the Four Color Fest Open House hosted by the Illinois Geometry Lab,
graduate student Melinda Lanius helps visitors wearing colored ponchos
figure out how to color a map with only four colors.

Aside from these two lectures, the Illinois Geometry
Lab hosted an open house with Four Color Theoremrelated activities for K-12 students and the community. The
open house was highly interactive, with various activities
available for participants, such as map coloring and algorithmic
methods, as well as lessons explaining some of the ideas and
concepts in Appel and Haken’s proof.

from New York City for the concert. Schwimmer was joined by UI
faculty musicians Larry Gray (bass), William Moersch (percussion),
Rudolf Haken (electric viola), and pianist Whitney Ashe. One of
the highlights of the event was the performance of a theatrical
rendition of William T. Tutte’s poem commemorating Appel and
Haken’s conquest of the Four Color Theorem, featuring dancers
Monica Wilner, Jessica Badofsky and Connor Jones. Tutte’s poem
was recited by beatboxer Shubhang Gosawmi. The program
included classical, jazz, blues, and rock genres (the synesthetic 4
colors) as well as original compositions and improvisations. “A
Portrait in Four Colors” was composed specifically for the event by
Rudolf Haken, another son of Wolfgang Haken and a professor of
viola at the University of Illinois in the School of Music.

To end the celebration, the musical concert “A Portrait in Four
Colors” was held in the Music Building. The featured instrument
of the evening was the Haken Continuum, invented by Wolfgang
Haken’s son and UI Electrical and Computer Engineering
faculty member Lippold Haken. The Continuum was played by
internationally renowned musician Rob Schwimmer, traveling

The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences sponsored an additional
event, “Math meets Music”, at the Alice Campbell Alumni Center.
Matthew Ando, LAS Associate Dean and Professor of Mathematics,
and Steve Taylor, Professor of Composition-Theory in the School of
Music, illustrated the dynamic relationship between mathematics
and music, highlighting the many ways in which music is scientific
and mathematical in nature and structure. Dmitri Tymoczko,
Professor of Music at Princeton University, joined the event via live
telecast to explain and visualize some of his recent work on the
geometry of music. Professor Tymoczko’s father, Thomas Tymoczko,
was the author of a 1979 article on the philosophical significance
of Appel and Haken’s proof of the Four Color Theorem. Attendees
were also among the first to witness the performance of the
university’s 150th tribute song by composer, theory professor,
and Guggenheim winner Steven Taylor.
Invited speakers Andrew Appel (left) and Robin Wilson gave
the keynote lectures at the Four Color Fest.
Math Times, Fall 2017
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Actuarial Science News
New advisory board to help strengthen funding and programs in
actuarial science at Illinois
The Actuarial Science Program has a new
Advisory Board comprised primarily of
alumni working as senior actuaries across
the U.S. The goal of the Actuarial Science
Advisory Board is to help the department
stay ahead of the latest developments in
actuarial education and industry to keep
the program strong and vibrant.
The board will work on the following goals
this coming year:
•

Connecting students with practicing
actuaries through experiential learning
initiatives.

•

Continuing to develop our actuarial
research program.

•

Assisting in expanding our scholarship
and actuarial exam support for our
students.

•

Engaging alumni with our program by
planning a reunion event in Chicago.

•

Articulating our goals for the future.

•

Shawn Maloney (BS Actuarial Science 1993), Willis Towers
Watson

•

Susan Morisato (BS Math and Education 1975; MS
Mathematics 1977), UnitedHealth Group

•

Bob Quane (BS Actuarial Science 1990), AIG

•

William Schwegler (BS Actuarial Science 1989),
Transamerica

•

Joseph Sintov (BS Actuarial Science 1971), Retired

•

Daniel Stier, (BS Finance and Actuarial Science 2006)
Northwestern Mutual

Pictured from left: Daniel Stier, Shawn Maloney, Mehb Khoja, William Schwegler,
The inaugural meeting was held October
Jonathan Ankney, Susan Morisato, Carolyn Yau, Sara Teppema, and Bob Quane.
20, 2017, at the I Hotel in Champaign, IL. The
board will conduct its work via email, phone
•
Sara Teppema, (BS Actuarial Science 1990) Health Care
and teleconference throughout the year.
Services Corporation (BCBS)
Actuarial Science Advisory Board members are
•
Carolyn Yau (BS Actuarial Science 1977), Homesite
•
Jonathan Ankney (BS Finance and Actuarial Science 1996),
Insurance
Deloitte Consulting, AAP
•
J. Spero Zacharias (BA 1987 UNC; MBA 2003 Fordham Univ),
•
David Hays (BS Teaching of Mathematics 1978), AXIS
Chubb Group of Insurance Companies
•
Mehb Khoja (BA Actuarial Science and Finance 2000),
Milliman

University of Illinois Department of Mathematics

Save the Date!
Actuarial Science Reunion in Chicago
May 17, 2018
Join us on LinkedIn at “Actuarial Science at the
University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign” for
updates on this event.

https://www.linkedin.com/groups/12078347
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Alumni News
Homecoming 2017

Mathematics alumni joined current faculty and
students to celebrat homecoming 2017 under very
chilly conditions on the lawn out front of Altgeld
Hall. While fans didn’t get a win against Wisconsin
to celebrate, here at mathematics we celebrated
holding our tenth homecoming party.

Join us next fall on
October 13 for
Homecoming 2018!

Math Times, Fall 2017
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Illinois reception at joint math
meetings in San Diego
The 2018 Joint Mathematics Meetings will be held in San Diego,
CA, from January 10 - 13, 2018. The Department of Mathematics
at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign will host a
reception on Friday, January 12, 2018, from 5:30-7:30 pm in the
Coronado Room, 4th Floor South Tower, at the Marriott Marquis
San Diego Marina, 333 West Harbor Drive.
Everyone ever connected with the department is encouraged to
get together for conversation and to hear about mathematics at
the University of Illinois.
Marriott Marquis San Diego Marina

Company representatives
needed for career fairs
Beginning in fall 2017, the Departments of Mathematics and
Statistics teamed up to co-host career fairs for their students
each semester. The fall 2017 career fair was a success with some
18 companies represented.
Ernesto Machado, coordinator of the spring 2018 career fair,
asks “Is your company interested in recruiting fellow Illini?” If
so, we would love to invite a company representative to the
Mathematics and Statistics Career Fair being held February
20, 2018. If you would like to have your company represented,
please email mathadvising@illinois.edu.

Altgeld Chimes celebrated in video
while chimes undergo restoration
A new video celebrates the history of the Altgeld Chimes and the
chimes players. The Altgeld Hall tower was closed for repairs in
May 2017 and put a temporary end to the daily chimes concerts.
Work began on a video tour of the tower so those interested could
still get a look at the tower and chimes while the renovation was
underway.

Photo by L. Brian Stauffer

The video that resulted, though, is more than just a tour. Video
producer Anne Lukeman of the University of Illinois Public Affairs
office wanted to tell the story of the chimes – their history and the
experiences of the chimes players, including Sue Wood, who played
the chimes during the noontime concert for 45 years before retiring as
chimes master in 2016. The video includes interviews with Wood and
several chimes players, along with images of the bells, cables, pulleys
and keyboard, with the levers the players press to make music.
Read the full article and see the video at
https://news.illinois.edu/blog/view/6367/537913

University of Illinois Department of Mathematics
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Alumni News
PhD alumni enjoy their reunion time together
The Department of Mathematics at Illinois held a reunion for PhD
alumni September 15-16, 2017. Returning alumni enjoyed a tour
of campus including the newly renovated Lincoln Hall and Natural
History Building before gathering to listen to talks by graduate
students and a career panel comprised of alumni.
Serving on the career panel were Robert Megginson (PhD
1984; Arthur F. Thurnau Professor of Mathematics, University
of Michigan); Charles Morris, Jr. (PhD 1966; Professor and Vice
Chancellor for Academic and Student Affairs, Illinois State
University; founding chairman, Illinois Committee on Black
Concerns in Higher Education; Director of NSF institutes at ISU and
served as an ACE intern at ISU in 1973); and Kelly Yancey (PhD 2013;
postdoc at the University of Maryland; internship at IDA, currently a
researcher at the Institute for Defense Analyses)
The panelists shared their experiences that shaped their career
path to bring insight on how current graduate students can
investigate or pursue a career.
Presenting their current research at the graduate student
presentations were Cara Monical, Malik Obeidin, Ebru Toprak,
and Derek Jung. Current faculty member Lee Deville, Director of
Graduate Studies, gave the keynote lecture Saturday morning
before the department picnic.
Attendees included (listed by name, graduation year, advisor)
• Steve Avsec (2012, Junge)
• Charles Bertnes (1970, McCulloh)
• Peter Braunfeld (1959, Brahana)
• Noel DeJarnette (2013, Tyson)
• Tom Carty (2013, Muncaster)
• Ciprian Demeter (2004, Rosenblatt)
• Ron Evans (1974, Berndt)
• Jordan Hasler (2016, DeVille)
• John Jossey (2006, Boston and Ullom)
• Gosia Konwerska (2008, Junge)
• Anton Lukyanenko (2014, Tyson)
• Bob Marble (1981, Takeuti)
• Jana Marikova (2008, van den Dries)
• Catherine Meadows (1981, Evans)
• Bob Megginson (1984, Day)
• Larry J. Morley (1969, Weichsel)
• Charles Morris (1966, Walter)
• Boris Petracovici (2004, Jerrard)
• Lia Petracovici (2003, Hinkkanen)
• Janet Spoonamore (1992, Bramley)
• Uma Ravat (2014, Sowers & Shanbhag)
• Benjamin Reiniger (2015, Kostochka)
• Jinhyung To (2012, Bradlow)
• Jack P. Tull (1957, Bateman)
• Joseph Vandehey (2013, Boca & Ford)
• Han Wang (2014, Baryshnikov)
• Kelly Yancey (2013, Rosenblatt)
• Matt Yancey (2013, Kostochka)

Math Times, Fall 2017
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Alumni News
Our most recent PhD alumni: where they are now
Darlayne Addabbo
Postdoctoral position, University of Notre Dame

Andrew McConvey
Quantitative Associate, Securities Division, Goldman Sachs

Wafaa Albar
Assistant Professor, King Abdulaziz University, Saudi Arabia

Xianchang Meng
Postdoctoral fellow, Centre de Recherches Mathématiques,
Montréal

Sneha Chaubey
Postdoctoral Researcher, Mathematics Institute, University of
Göttingen, Germany
Erin Compaan
NSF Postdoctoral Fellow, and Pure Mathematics Instructor,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Tayyab Nawaz
Assistant Professor, COMSATS Institute of Information
Technology, Islamabad, Pakistan
Aristotelis Panagiotopoulos
Bateman Instructor, California Institute of Technology

Lin Cong
Pure Mathematics Developer, Wolfram Research

Sarka Petrickova
Lecturer, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Michelle Delcourt
Research Fellow, University of Birmingham, England

Witsarut Pho-on
Srinakharinwirot University, Thailand

Xiumin Du
Member, Institute for Advanced Study; 2-year Postdoctoral
Fellow, University of Maryland

Wei Qin
Supercomputing Applications, NCSA, University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign

Eliana Duarte
Postdoctoral position, Max Planck Institute, Leipzig, Germany;
then Postdoctoral position, Otto von Guericke Universität,
Germany

Sepideh Rezvani
Software Development Engineer, Yahoo

Nathan Fieldsteel
Postdoctoral scholar, University of Kentucky
Allen Gehret
NSF Postdoctoral Fellow/Assistant Adjunct Professor, UCLA
Byron Heersink
Ross Assistant Professor, Ohio State University
Zhen Huan
Research Associate, Sun Yat-sen University, Guangzhou, China
Mi Young Jang
Hans Rademacher Instructor, University of Pennsylvania
William Karr
Data scientist, ZIO.ci
Natawat Klamsakul
Lecturer, King Mongkut’s University of Technology, Bangkok,
Thailand

Mychael Sanchez
Assistant Professor, University of New Mexico-Valencia County
Branch
Hannah Spinoza
Instructor, Netmath, University of Illinois
Amelia Tebbe
Assistant Professor, Indiana University Kokomo
Hongfei Tian
Software Engineer, DataScience Inc.
Neriman Tokcan
Postdoctoral Assistant Professor, Mathematics, and
Computational Medicine and Bioinformatics, University of
Michigan
Bolor Turmunkh
Data Scientist, Uptake.com
Caglar Uyanik
Non-tenure-track Assistant Professor, Vanderbilt University

Shiya Liu
Software Engineer, Google

Panupong Vichitkunakorn
Lecturer (tenure-track), Prince of Songkla University, Thailand

Sarah Loeb
Visiting Assistant Professor, College of William and Mary

Juan Villeta-Garcia
Lecturer, Mathematics and Computer Science, Emory
University

Stephen Longfield
Assistant Professor, University of Wisconsin-Platteville
Amita Malik
Hill Assistant Professor, Rutgers University

University of Illinois Department of Mathematics

Seth Wolbert
Teaching Postdoctoral position, Saint Louis University
Bingji Yi
Quantitative Strategist, Sunrise Futures
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With Illinois campaign launched with much fanfare
The With Illinois campaign was launched across
campus on Friday, October 13, 2017 with many
activities including a ferris wheel on the Quad
and a celebration at the State Farm Center. To see
photos and videos of events, visit the campaign
website with.illinois.edu.
The College of Liberal Arts & Sciences priorities
for funds raised by the campaign include their
undergraduate scholarship program, faculty
support, the LAS Life + Career Design initiative,
and facility support.
The largest among the LAS facility support
projects is our campaign to renovate Altgeld and
Illini Halls, which are home to the Department
of Mathematics and Department of Statistics.
This project will restore these buildings to their
previous glory and create a 21st century learning
environment for students from all corners of our
campus who take courses in them. We are relying
on donor support for a significant portion of this
$90-100 million project.
The renovation will transform the Departments
of Mathematics and Statistics, creating new
spaces for collaborative learning and discovery
and providing space for growth during an era of
phenomenal growth in mathematics, statistics,
and data science. This will profoundly benefit
the 19,000 students who take classes in these
buildings each year.

On Friday, October 13, 2017, faculty, staff and students enjoyed the fair on the
Quad including rides on the Ferris wheel.

To learn more about how you can help, visit the
campaign’s website, altgeldillini.illinois.edu.

altgeldillini.illinois.edu

Stay connected with Illinois mathematics
Look for “Illinois Department of Mathematics” on Facebook and LinkedIn to get the latest news and
learn about upcoming events.
Check out our YouTube channel (https://www.youtube.com/user/MathMediaIllinois) where you’ll find a
variety of videos about the department including the 2017 Departments of Mathematics and Statistics
Convocation ceremony.
Moved recently? Update your contact information at www.las.illinois.edu/alumni/contact/form/.
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Gaisi Takeuti, 1926-2017
Professor Emeritus Gaisi Takeuti, an eminent and wide-ranging mathematical logician, died
May 10, 2017 in Japan. He was born on January 25, 1926. He received his BS in 1947 and his
PhD in 1956 from the University of Tokyo.
In the late 1950’s he went to the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton to study under
Kurt Gödel. Including later visits, he spent altogether four years as a Member of the Institute
for Advanced Study. He joined the Department of Mathematics of the University of Illinois
in 1966. He advised ten PhD students while at Illinois. He received the Asahi Prize in 1981
and was honored in 1993 at Colloque Takeuti in Luminy, France. He was awarded the Bolzano
Medal by the Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic in 1997 and the Okawa Publishing
Prize in 1998. He served as president of the Kurt Gödel Society from 2003 until 2009. He
retired from Illinois in 1996.
Gaisi Takeuti

Professor Takeuti worked in a wide variety of areas of mathematical logic, including set
theory, proof theory, Boolean-valued analysis, intuitionistic set theory and analysis, ordinal
analysis, and bounded arithmetic and computational complexity. He had over one hundred
publications, including classic books on proof theory and set theory. His book Memoirs of a Proof Theorist
(translated from the Japanese by Mariko Yasugi and Nicholas Passell) includes many personal reminiscences of
Gödel.

Joann T. Hower, 1931-2017
Joann T. Hower, age 85, a longtime resident of Champaign, IL, recently of Glen Ellyn, IL, died
Sunday, May 14, 2017. She was born June 12, 1931 in Jackson, MS to William T. and Josephine
(Allen) Therrell.
Joann was hired by the University of Illinois Department of Mathematics in 1981 as assistant
to the head under Heini Halberstam. She continued as an assistant under chairs Ward
Henson, Gerald Janusz, and Philippe Tondeur. In 1999 Joann retired, celebrating with friends
and family in a private suite at a Chicago Cubs game.
She graduated from Canal Zone Jr. College where she met her future husband, John Hower Jr.
They were married on September 1, 1950 and lived in a succession of academic communities
including Missoula, MT; Shaker Heights, OH; Boston, MA; Paris, France; Washington, D.C.,
and Champaign, IL. After the births of her three children, she returned to school and
earned Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees in History. Joann worked for the Social Security
Administration for several years before joining the Mathematics Department at Illinois.
Joann Hower

Joann was a member of the First Presbyterian Church of Champaign. A lover of the outdoors,
she and friends hiked many places including the Grand Canyon. A trip to the Galapagos
upon retirement fulfilled a longtime dream. She enjoyed traveling, needlework and
knitting, and was an avid reader. Book clubs and playing bridge were among her favorite pastimes. She was a
passionate UI basketball fan.
Joann was preceded in death by her husband John Hower Jr., head of the Illinois Geology Department
1978-1983. She is survived by three children, Mark (Heidi) Hower of Seattle, WA, Brigitt (George) Walker of
Mechanicsville, VA, and Gretchen (Paul R. Pudaite, 1991 Illinois Math PhD under Bob Muncaster) Hower of Glen
Ellyn, one granddaughter, Julia Hower of Middlebury, VT, and siblings William Therrell of Gulfport, MS and Nancy
(Ron) Smith of Centralia, WA.
Memorial gifts may be directed to the Alzheimer’s Association at www.alz.org.
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In Memoriam
John W. Gray, 1931-2017
Professor Emeritus John W. Gray passed away May 17, 2017. He was born October 3, 1931 in St.
Paul, Minnesota.
Gray received his undergraduate degree from Swarthmore College in 1953 and his PhD from
Stanford University in 1957. He was one of 26 PhDs supervised by the renowned Charles Loewner.
Gray’s thesis involved “contact structures” and his results remain of interest today. His paper from
1959, in the Annals of Mathematics, has been cited 99 times in recent years.
Before joining the mathematics faculty at Illinois in 1962, Gray was a Ritt Instructor at Columbia
University from 1959-1962. He supervised five PhD students while at the University of Illinois and
also served as Director of Graduate Studies from 1995-2000. He retired from the department in 2000.
Over the years his research interests evolved toward Category Theory. This branch of abstract
mathematics studies patterns that are common to many parts of mathematics, including algebra,
topology, logic, and computer science. His 1974 book on Formal Category Theory has long been a
standard reference. Gray has also contributed to categorical semantics of programming languages
including various versions of the lambda calculus. Gray was married to Eva Wirth Gray (who died in
2011) who was an Assistant Professor in the Department of Mathematics from 1965-1995.

John Gray

Franz Kamber, 1936-2017
Professor Emeritus Franz Kamber passed away Tuesday, June 13, 2017, at home. Kamber was
born in Olten, Switzerland in 1936, and earned a doctoral degree in Mathematics from the
University of Zurich, Switzerland in 1965. He had trained as a school teacher, and initially
was attracted to Mathematical Physics, leading to his first university studies. He came to the
United States on a Miller Fellowship at the University of California in Berkeley from 1965-67,
where he began his long collaboration with Philippe Tondeur. After a visiting membership
at the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton in 1967-68, he joined the Department of
Mathematics of the University of Illinois in Urbana-Champaign as Associate Professor, where
he became a Professor in 1970, and a US citizen in 1974.
His widely recognized research with Philippe Tondeur in Geometry and Topology, in
particular Foliation Theory, extended over more than two decades. They developed a theory
of Characteristic Classes for Foliations adapting the classical Chern-Weil approach to the
specifics of the foliation situation. The key insight was that the vanishing phenomenon first
observed in a specific foliation by Raoul Bott produced on the acyclic Weil algebra a kernel for
the Chern-Weil map, and thus a quotient with interesting non-trivial cohomology. They also
laid the foundation for Riemannian Foliation theory in a long series of publications. The basic
cohomology and the analysis of the basic Laplacian are key ingredients.

Franz Kamber

The graduate courses in Geometry and Topology, as well as the Differential Geometry seminar at the Illinois were
important intellectual forums for these intense exploratory activities. Many graduate students participated and
started their research careers in this environment, most notably Steven Hurder. Kamber retired from Illinois in 1994,
and continued his mathematics research for the remainder of his life, mainly in collaborations involving Steven
B. Bradlow, Jochen Bruening, Johan L Dupont, James F. Glazebrook, Peter M. Michor and Ken Richardson. The
thematics of this research circled around Foliation Theory, Index Theory, Integrable Systems and Gauge Theory.
Franz Kamber in retirement took several visiting positions around the globe. A preferred visiting place was the
Erwin Schroedinger Institute in Vienna, where he organized a successful Foliation Program in 2002.
Kamber’s marriage to Barbara Brunner, a gifted Swiss-American artist, ended in divorce. He got remarried with
Karen Hansmann, a German business woman, who is his sole survivor. His main passion besides mathematics was
classical music. Franz and Karen cultivated a deep appreciation of opera, visiting Europe’s major opera houses.
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Retirements
Robert Muncaster retires
Our Dr Bob has retired. Robert Muncaster is an Associate
Professor of Mathematics who served our department for
38 years, beginning in 1979. We all know him most clearly as
Associate Chair and then Director of Undergraduate Studies,
from 2003 to 2015. But who was Dr Bob really? In 2013, as that
year’s President of the local Phi Beta Kappa chapter, he had an
opportunity to reflect on his career in his address to the initiates.
The story he tells applies equally to his graduate students,
the many students he has taught, and the numerous REUs
his guidance has touched. In a nutshell, learn from the many
opportunities, however unusual, that your teachers provide, and
in the end, give opportunities back to those students who come
after you. We present here excerpts of his address. Enjoy.

Robert Muncaster

The last milestone happened the year after I had been hired at
the University of Illinois. The Political Science Department had
just hired Professor Dina Zinnes and she listed her research as
Mathematical Models in International Relations. I was immediately
intrigued. I gave her a call and asked if she would be willing to give
a talk.

Dear Initiates: I was accepted into the PhD program at the Johns
Hopkins University and my wife Nancy and I arrived in Baltimore
on a hot and sweltering late summer day. We were immediately
asked to attend a get-together at the home of my academic
advisor and eventual thesis director, Clifford Ambrose Truesdell the
Third, and his wife Charlotte.

She said NO! At least not until I agreed to visit her research group
in Political Science. That visit showed me that my training – the
modeling of mechanical systems – might help raise her efforts
in modeling international relations to a new level. And thus
began a 30-year collaboration in a field completely foreign to my
background. Another opportunity taken!

Nancy and I headed out found and ourselves standing in front of a
mansion (we later learned that it had 14 bathrooms!). We rang the
door chime and were promptly greeted by Clifford and Charlotte.
Clifford was dressed in a baroque era maroon brocade dinner
jacket, black pants and a lace shirt with ruffles hanging from the
front of his collar. Charlotte was dressed in a full-length gown
from the 1700 or 1800’s displaying a good deal of bosom and she
promptly curtsied. Nancy and I quietly thought to ourselves: “What
have we gotten ourselves into?” Clearly he and his wife had chosen
to live in an earlier era. Their dress for this meal was exactly how
they dressed for every evening meal!

Several years later I was invited to join the Political Science
Department through a courtesy appointment and I accepted.
Dina’s influence on those around her was extensive and infectious.
The best example of this was a venture that we created in 1994
where we invited six young researchers from across the U.S., either
grad students writing their thesis or new assistant professors, to
come to the University of Illinois for an intensive two-day workshop
focusing on their work. These were individuals in political science
whose research used mathematical methods, and each project
was given intensive scrutiny, constructive criticism and ideas for
future directions.

I soon learned that Clifford’s principal field of study was the History
of Mechanics even though his PhD was in pure mathematics. He
was famous, in particular, for translating the works of Leonard
Euler from Latin into English.

We called it the Junior Master Class, named after a similar type of
critical workshop common in the field of music. That first master
class was so successful that we went on to hold a total of 10 master
classes over the next 10 years. I can look out at the major political
science programs in the United States today and see many of
those “Junior Masters” playing a leading role in advancing the
mathematical study of political science.

Thus began an important collaboration in my career. Clifford took
me to professional meetings of the Society for Natural Philosophy,
a society he had founded many years earlier. The goals of the
society were not that different from the goals of the Phi Beta Kappa
Society that was initiated in 1776 at the College of William and
Mary—high intellectual exchange in a free environment.
At some point while working on my thesis, Clifford asked me to
write a couple of chapters for a book he was writing on the Kinetic
Theory of Gases. I was to be listed as “with the assistance of”.
Opportunity taken!

In a way, I was one of those new researchers when I first came to
the University of Illinois to whom Dina gave an opportunity. And I
took it. In a way that first master class was a turning point for me,
a first occasion, and one of many, when I finally was able to give
something back to the young researchers coming after me.

Once my thesis was written, Clifford felt that it too should be in the
book—two more chapters. I was then encouraged to look over
other chapters, offer redrafts, etc. Work on the book went on and
eventually he came to me and said that he had decided that we
should be co-authors. Wow! I’m an author!

So I say to you all, as you are presented with opportunities to
explore new directions, however unusual they might seem, give
them a chance. You may be surprised at what you ultimately
become because of them.

University of Illinois Department of Mathematics

Read Dr Bob’s full speech and see a photo of the Truesdells at
math.illinois.edu/muncaster-2013-remarks-phi-beta-kappa
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Give
We count on the generosity of alumni and friends to support students as they embark on earning a world-class education and to fund
faculty members as they conduct world changing research and train students. Your investment makes a difference.
 Yes! I believe in the importance of excellence in mathematics and wish to show my support!
$_________ Illinois Mathematics Excellence Scholarship Fund
(341016) Scholarships enable the most promising admitted undergraduate mathematics students to pursue their education at Illinois.

$_________ Mathematics Partnership Fund (332346 default)
Your gift to the Partnership Fund will have the widest impact
as it supports a range of activities including student awards
and travel, distinguished lecturers, the recruitment of excellent
faculty, and alumni events.

$_________ Mathematics Research Experience
Endowment Fund (772913)
Support research experiences for undergraduate students (REUs).

$_________ Actuarial Science Fund (330225)
Support Actuarial Science through scholarships, fellowships,
graderships, and faculty support.

$_________ Fund for Altgeld and Illini Halls (338168)
Support our bold plan to renovate Altgeld and Illini Halls to create a
collaborative environment for mathematics learning and discovery.

Please print:
Name(s)
Home/Cell Phone:

Email

Address
City

State

Zip Code

Spouse/Life Partner (circle one)
 My check for $__________________ is enclosed made payable to UIF/Department of Mathematics.
 I wish to make my gift of $__________________ by credit card:  Visa

 MasterCard

 Discover

Credit Card #

3 or 4 digit CVV #

Signature

Print name as it appears on the card

 American Express

Exp. Date

Credit card billing address if different from the address above

 My company will match my gift. Company name
Please mail this form to: University of Illinois Foundation, P.O. Box 3429, Champaign, IL 61826-3429
or give online by visiting the Department of Mathematics website at www.math.illinois.edu/gifts/.
You will receive a receipt issued by the University of Illinois Foundation. Your gift is deductible as allowed by law. Thank you.
1KV25718DN044205AM00000006DK
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Special issue honors Wolfgang Haken
The Illinois Journal of Mathematics (IJM) is pleased to announce that the special issue
in honor of Wolfgang Haken was published in July 2017, timed to coincide with the
40th anniversary of the celebrated Appel-Haken proof of the Four Color Theorem.
The special issue contains 16 papers, including a reprint of Haken’s 1960 paper On
Homotopy 3-Spheres. The issue may be purchased from IJM for $35. To order,
please email ijm@math.uiuc.edu.

New faces at IJM
Steven Bradlow, professor in the Department of Mathematics at the University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, was appointed editor-in-chief of IJM in January
2017. His research interests are differential geometry, gauge theory, holomorphic vector bundles, and
moduli spaces. Bradlow succeeds Renming Song, also with the Department of Mathematics at Illinois,
who had served as editor-in-chief since 2012. The new assistant to the editor-in-chief is Peggy Currid,
who has more than 20 years of experience in journal editorial and production management.
Tom Nevins (Department of Mathematics at Illinois) joined the editorial board
on October 1, 2017. His research focuses on algebraic geometry, geometric
representation theory, and mathematical physics.

Broadrick retires after 20 years with IJM
After 20 years as an indispensable mainstay of the journal’s production and
distribution operations, Debbie Broadrick retired at the end of April 2017.
Photos, from top: Peggy Currid and Steve Bradlow on Illini Hall veranda; cover of IJM’s special
issue in honor of W. Haken; retiree Debbie Broadrick.
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